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Atty. Gen. quits Watergate case
WASHINGTON (AP) - Atty Gen
Richard G Kleindienst announced
yesterday he has withdrawn from the
Watergate investigation because it
involves friends and associates
His announcement followed reports
that President Nixon's campaign
deputy accused John N Mitchell and
John W Dean III of planning the
Democratic party bugging.
A lawyer has filed in court papers
saying that an unidentified client last
summer took eight cardboard boxes of
documents from the White House
complex, including plans for the
Watergate wiretapping, before the FBI
had a chance to see them
The charge that Mitchell and Dean
helped the Watergate planning was

attributed to Jeb Stuart Magruder.
formerly the No. 2 man in the Nixon
campaign organization.
Dean, the President's official
lawyer, did not respond directly but
told newsmen he will not become a
scapegoat in the case His statement
apparently took the White House by
surprise.
THE ALLEGATIONS were
published in yesterday's Washington
Post
Mitchell called them
nonsense "
Kleindienst. who replaced Mitchell
as attorney general when Mitchell
became Nixon's campaign director,
said he turned the probe over to Asst

Atty. Gen. Henry Petersen because it
"relates to persons with whom I have
had personal and professional
relationships It would be entirely inappropriate for me to exercise control
over the sensitive matters being
developed by the Department of Justice." the attorney general said.
Sources close to the Senate's
Watergate investigation say the
Justice Department plans
seek
grand jury indictments again*, eight
present and former Nixon
administration officials and
employees.
Indictments against four of the eight
are likely to be handed down next week
by a federal grand jury, sources said.

Tbey added that Justice Department
plan to ask for perjury charges
against Magruder and Sally Harmony,
secretary to ooe of the Watergate
conspirators.
The Washington Post reported that
Magruder told federal investigators
Saturday that Mitchell and Dean
approved and helped plan the
wiretapping of the Democratic beadquarters and later "arranged to buy
the silence of the seven convicted
Watergate conspirators " Kleindienst
said be withdrew from the
investigation the following day.
Sunday.
DEAN'S STATEMENT noted he had
refrained from comment previously on

charges of his involvement in the
political espionage and said he would
continue to do so hereafter
Then he added "Some may hope or
think that I will become a scapegoat in
the Watergate case. Anyone who
believes this does not know me. know
the true facts, nor understand our
system of justice I believe that the
case will be fully and justly handled by
the grand jury and the Ervin select
committee.''
Dean cautioned against drawing
any conclusions as to the guilt or
involvement of any persons until all the
facts are known "
Peter II Wolf, a Washington
attorney, said in papers hied in federal
court yesterday he represents a former
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employee of the re-election committee
who picked up the eight cartons at the
Kxecutive Office Budding, adjacent to
the White House, the day after the
break-in at the Watergate office
building
He said the cartons included
materials from the office of E Howard
Hunt, one of the seven convicted
Watergate conspirators, who had
worked as a consultant at the White
House
Hunt s desk and safe were opened
after the White House learned of his
connection with the break-in and the
contents were held for I week by Dean
belore Dean turned them over to the
FBI
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Budget mistake causes
layoffs at Health Center
By ManiaSkaaerand
Jim Washerman
Twenty-six student employees at the
University Health Center will lose
their jobs Monday because the Center
has no incurs to pay them. Robert
Roper, administrator of the Center,
said this week
Roper said all student kitchen
personnel, cleaning help and desk help,
and all student aides will be laid off for
the remainder of the quarter.
The corps of ambulance drivers will
be cut in half from 12 drivers to six. he
said Campus Safety will be asked to

help out the ambulance service. Roper
said
Roper said the main reason for the
layoffs was a $20,000 budget shortage
He discovered the problem when the
computer printout returned to him
11 >>n i the business office was not the
same as the one he sent in
He said he turns his budget in as a
group of smaller budgets within the
Health Center Then the whole budget
is combined and fed into the computer
When the latest printout returned,
the budget was $20,000 short. Roper
said.
•BY THE

TIME

1

found

my

temporary employees budget was too
high, it was too late to get more
money." he said "We would need
$20,000 to put things right and it's just
not there.
"We decided to cut student help
because they are more temporary than
other temporary help." Roper said.
"It is only natural that with cutbacks
in employees, the service to the
student will not be as good.
"Under the present University
administration. Health Services lies at
the bottom in priorities. The basic
student needs are not here, they are in
the classroom Apparently we are in
the same category as athletics--a

U.S. halts minesweeping
SAIGON (API - The United States
has suspended minesweeping operations off North Vietnam in an effort to
force a halt to fighting in South Vietnam. Cambodia and Laos
It also halted economic talks with
the North Vietnamese in Paris and
threatened to cut off proposed
economic assistance for North Vietnam's postwar recovery.
Secretary of State William P. Rogers
said in Washington that unless Hanoi
fully honors the Vietnam peace agreement, the Nixon administration will
drop plans to ask Congress for reconstruction assistance.
WHILE PENTAGON spokesman
Jerry W. Friedheim spoke of the Communist side's failure to respect the unilateral cease-fire declared by the
governemtn of Cambodia as one reason
for suspending the minesweeping.

reports from I'hnom Penh told of continuing attacks by Communist-backed
forces.
A I'hnom Penh dispatch said North
Vietnamese-led troops again closed
Highway 4, I'hnom Penh's only link to
the deep-water port of Kompong Som
The US-built road had been reopened
only 10 days ago
All the major roadways from Phnom
Penh have been cut by North Vietnamese and insurgent Cambodian
forces in an apparent drive to strangle
Phnom Penh and force the collapse of
the government of President Urn Nol.
The initial disclosure that the United
States had halted the sweeping of
mines came from the North Vietnamese Foreign Ministry.
A STATEMENT carried by Hanoi's
official Vietnam News Agency said the

action was taken unilaterally two days
before and the U.S. task force had
withdrawn from the coast.
The United States agreed in signing
the Vietnam cease-fire agreement in
Paris on Jan. 27 to remove the mines
They were seeded in North Vietnamese waters last May in retaliation
for a North Vietnamese troop incursion
into South Vietnam across the demilitarized zone that separates the two
Vietnams.
The North Vietnamese Foreign
Ministry said the U.S. suspension is
evidence of a "premeditated" plan to
prolong the sea blockade of North Vietnam.
The statement added that the action
coincided with what it termed a violent
U.S. escalation of the war in Cambodia
and renewed air strikes in Laos Monday and Tuesday.

necessary evil, he said
Dr. Richard Eakin. vice provost for
student affairs, said it became clear
in the last couple weeks" that the
University budget would have an
overrun. He said the decision to cut
$20,000 at the Health Center was an
attempt to stay within this year's
budget
Roper said that Robert McKay,
director of student employment, is not
hopeful of finding new jobs for the
students who will be laid off because
most vacancies are filled quickly the
first weeks of the quarter
LEE KERMODE. junior (Ed.), and
David Strominger. senior (A4SI. have
contacted the Office of Equal Opportunity (OEO) and the Student Body
Organization for help in finding other
jobs.
Vivian Lawyer, director of OEO,
said jobs will be hard to come by
because of cutbacks everywhere on
campus.
Kermode and Strominger have also
contacted the Student Arbitration
Board about the scheduled layoffs.
During the summer, nine of 12
ambulance drivers received a "letter
of intent" from the Health Center
stating that they were to be employed
"for the 72-73 school year."
Kermode said this letter is the
closest thing to a contract that any of
the employees have, and that the
Student Arbitration Board is checking
into the possibility of taking some type
of legal action
Strominger said other students were
hired by verbal agreement with the
implication that the job would be for
the entire academic year. He said this
type of verbal contract is not binding
because it involves temporary
employees.
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NnnphM. by Owl S~d
Wayne Price, sophomore (A&S), pushes Jim Queen,
freshman (B.A.), as ihey practice for the Beta 500. The roce,
to be held May S on the Union Oval, h an annual event
sponsored by Beta Theta Pi, social fraternity.
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Black athlete used as puppet-Smith
By levy While
"People are afraid to deal with
reality. They are too busy living in a
Disneyland world," said Tommie
Smith as be addressed about 75 persons
last night at the Am am room.
Smith, assistant athletic director at
Oberlin College, was the main speaker
for the "Sports Symposium" week. He
spoke on the importance of being a
man and not someone's puppet in today's society.
His talk, primarily geared toward
black athletes and black students on
this campus, kept his audience
reaching and grabbing for answers to
questions pertaining to a changing
society.
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SMITH SAID many times many athletes, mainly the black players, are recruited out of high school for the sole
purpose of winning or putting on a
show. "This is our heritage, being able
to entertain.'' Smith said.
"Most black athletes are given easy
courses and the satisfaction that all he
has to do is perform well every Saturday and everything is roses." Smith
said.
"A professor can give you an A in beginning golf and you sport a 3.96
average or whatever. But what

happens to his major academics?
Maybe he'll sport a 1.3 or lower. How
can you go out into the world without
any knowledge ol where you are
headed?"
That is just one example of how a
black athlete is used as a puppet in today's society. Smith said.
"I am against a coach buying an athlete's talent The only way for him I the
athlete) to get ahead in this world is
that he knows the direction that he's
headed for and he has that degree
working for him for material purposes."
SMITH EMPHASIZED that years
before, many black athletes, as well as
the black people as a group, had been
taught to react and not think.
He cited an incident in 1966 when he
was running track in Tokyo as to how
blacks react before thinking. A
reporter questioned him about an
Olympic boycott in the upcoming
games in 1968.
Smith told the reporter he had heard
something about the boycott, but that
was all. Upon returning to the States.
Smith was the last person to get off the
airplane and to his surprise, he was
greeted with TV cameras, reportersthe works.
The news that had reached the States

was that Tommie Smith said that Ihere
was going to be an Olympic bovcotl. he
said
The scene then switched to the 1968
Olympic games when he anu teammate
John Carlos stood on the victory stand
and raised clinched fists covered with
black gloves to the playing of the National Anthem.
SMITH'S MAIN response to that incident was that it was no one's idea but
his and Carlos', and that it signified
blacks coming together.
Smith won a gold medal in the games
by accomplishing a feat that no other
human being has been able to equal He
won the 220-yard dash with a time of
19 8 -with a pulled groin muscle no
less
After entertaining questions from
the floor. Smith reiterated the ostracism of black athletes today. "The
athlete is no more than a parrot for his
coach-after his four years are up. he
ithe athlete! ends up on the wayside."
Smith said.
He ended his talk on a word of advice
that he has followed since his incident
at the games in Mexico City. "Be a
man in whatever you do Know who you
are, what you are doing and how you
are going to get there
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canvass rules
When nationwide recruiting expenditures total millions of
dollars annually, this University's $13,645 outlay for recruits
hardly looks like an outrageous figure.
But concentrate on what that $13,645 buys- and how it buys
it-and it becomes appalling
In order to build a winning team, the University wines and
dines prospective players at fashionable restaurants when
University facilities are conveniently closed down.
When was the last time the same service was provided to an
outstanding high school mathematics student? Or an
outstanding biology student'' Or an outstanding speech

rjAWTlT

student''
In order to build a winning team, an entire coaching staff
harasses a prospect and his family every 10 days to try to
force the recruit 10 commit himself to the BG athleticprogram
When was the last time such a hard sell was used on an
outstanding physics student' An outstanding art student? An
outstanding music student''
In order to build a winning team, the University will
attempt to sweeten the athletic pie by tentatively promising 17
grants-in-aid to 45 prospects.
When was the last time the University went out on such a
limb for an outstanding geology student? An outstanding
geography student' An outstanding political sciences student?
That $13,645 expenditure lor athletic recruiting just doesn't
compare to what some other schools spend.
But it also doesn't compare to what this University offers to
students who stand out ai •dPinically in order to build a
winning intellectual team

1OJ50TH
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EVER WONDERED WHAT WOULD HAPPEN IF WE JUST TURNED EM LOOSE?'

cash in on bormann

recruitment
Changes must be made immediately in the University
regulations governing canvassing in residence halls for
national, stale, local and University elections.
In November, local political candidates were permitted to
campaign dour lo door in the dormitories.
In February. Student Body Organization presidential
candidate William Hoyle was not allowed to canvass door-todooi in I i .mi Hall
Candidates were permitted to campaign III greek houses
No one seems sure what policies apply when
The Student Code states there can be no soliciting in
residence halls -but the rule applies only to salesmen.
An Klections ami Opinion Board rule used in the SBO
elections staled that any campaigning in a residence hall
contrary to that dormitory's policy would be considered an
infraction of election rules
Thus. Hoyle was denied access to door to-door campaigning
in I'i.mi Kail
Unfortunately. Hoyle did not bring his complaint to the
attention of the board until three days belorc the election,
although its statement regarding dormitory policy was made
well iii advance ol the election.
Yesterday, the Student Arbitration Board ruled the SBO
elections valid, denying llovle's request to declare them
unconstitutional
SAB stated that all candidates were subject to the same
rules
But it seemi only Hovlc was interested in door-to-door
canvassing
Kven though the elections were upheld, ambiguity remains.
The regulations should be made clear Candidates in future
elections should be allowed to canvass door-to-door in
University residence halls
Students need more than
campaign posters on winch to base their voting decisions.
The newly tormed student affairs advisory board should
meet and enact such a policy at once

By Nicholas von llolfimia
For the third or lourth time, an
organ ol the WCSl Herman government
has declared Martin Bormann, Deputy
Fuehrer of the Third Reich, legally and
definitively dead
This tune lhe> me.in it because they
have identified the gentleman's skull
llerr Uorm.inn was last seen alive
tiptoeing out of Adolf Hitler s Berlin
bunker and through a Itussian artillery
barrage on the night of May 1-2, 1945.
Until the discovery of his skull, there
had been no physical evidence of his
death, thus iium: rise to an unending
series of reports that he was alive and
doing everything Irom being a
Franciscan monk in Italy to a gaueho
in Argentina
BUT NOW THAT III is really,
really, really dead and all warrants lor
his arrest have been quashed, il will
doubtless be ,i lew weeks before
someone steps forward to claim that
he is Man in Bormann, Iree after 28

so they say
Women's libber Gloria Stelaem
voices her opinion on Presldeal Nlxee.
aid Ike recent aborlioo ruling:
"If Nixon cot pregnant, he'd have an
abortion but he d go around afterward
telling everybody that he was still a
virgin

years of hiding to reveal himself to the
public
At 74. this Bormann will be one year
older than Anastasia, the youngest
daughter of Czar Nicholas II. She was
the last pretender to occupy public
attention.
The new Bormann will surface at a
New York press conference called by
his literary agent and his publisherprobably McGraw-Hill. Bormann will
say he did survive that night and
subsequently made his way to a
refugee camp where he lived for
several years posing as a Jewish
survivor of the Tteblinka death
factory.
Then, he will explain, be migrated to
Israel where be worked on a kibbutz
"because I knew that was the last
place in the world they'd look for me."
THE PRESS WILL REACT with
complete disbelief until Bormann s
agent brings in an elderly woman,
possibly a wife or a sister, who will
rush to embrace the aged pseudo facist
and tell the world in tearful German
that he is indeed her dear Martin of
earlier and happier days.
The chain of convincing evidence
having been forged. Bormann will be
accepted as the genuine article by the
always sceptical, ever-probing media.
The conference will close with the
announcement that Bormann is being
paid a quarter of a million dollars for
the first volume of his autobiography,
entitled. "The Nazi Years-A Lotta
Strum und a Little Drang."

readers' forum
escort guests
I would like to make a point with
the i .minus residents about the
escort policy which states
All
guests of the opposite sex visiting in
a hall must be escorted within the
hall by a resident ol the uuu Such
guests may enter a hall at
designated times only it visiting a
speed ir iesident of the unit "

fill-' PRESSURE to remove
visitation would be gone and each
resident would still have the
privilege ol having guests during
prescribed hours
There is no question in my mind
lh.it the burden ot enforcement is
the responsibility ol every single
resident and not only the hall
director's ot resident adviser's
William 1 ..inning
Director of

Residence Life--Area II
The lull directors. Housing Of lice
and Student Affairs offices are
receiving may complaints Irom
both residents and parents about
men roaming the wonu-n s halls at
all hours
Part of the respon
10 these
complaints baa been to assign a
uniformed diicei to patrol in
Founders Quadrangle
THERE IS AN EVEN more
effective way to prevent these
problems and that way is you, the
resident
If every resident would escort
their guests to the room, then it
would be easy to spot the
unescorted people
Strict enforcement of the policy
would lead to a safer residence and
the numbers of incidents should
diminish

job welt done

doesn ( carelessly cast such a gifted
and fantastic talent aside, as Frank
He truly deserves gai lands and
garlands of praise for a job well
done on such a tremendous
undertaking
I seriously doubt if very many
people would even consider
tackleing such an undertaking and
come out smiling after many
misfortunes and freak accidents.
Get Franks head oil of the
chopping block. Howling Green
University I believe that he has
more than proved himself with
flying colors and should definitely
be ottered another contract with
this institution for the coming year.

Frank Sawers deserves lo be
whole-heartedly congratulated
Who else would even attempt to
work with a major undertaking as
ICC Horizons 1973, designing and
working on everything from
choreographic work lo being the
shows producer, director, set
designer and even show announcer.

unity inmates

I. lor one. say bravo. Frank
Sawers. for making this year's Ice
Horizons a Holiday on Ice", which
shone far brighter than just an
amateur production. The viewing
and paying audience was favorably
surprised and amazed.

There are several members of the
"Unity" organization who have
never received a letter during the
period of their incarceration

In lieu of this I only hope that the
Ice Arena and the University

Deborah A Schwepe
I 'iinh.il Hall

need letters

A letter from time to time would
help uplift the morale and give
moral support to the men who feel
that they have been forgotten

In penal and mental institutions,
letters from friends and loved ones
are more than just mere words
written on paper.
REHABILITATION doesn't mean
a thing to the man who feels that
he's been cut off from the world.
Those of you who are interested,
please let me know and I will send
you the names and numbers of all
the men who are not receiving any
maU.

Next will come Washington, where
he will be scheduled for a speech at the
National Press Club and an appearance
on F'ace the Nation, during which CBS
correspondent George Herman will
observe that Bormann may be the fu st
man in history to seek after the title of
War Criminal
The questioning will then become
serious as the guest is asked, if you
could do it over again, would you
change anything."
BORMANN WILL CLEAR his throat
and reply. "Some sings ya. und some
sings, nein. After all my years in the
kibbutz, I conclude that Hitler was
wrong about anti-Semitism."
To which one of his interlocutors will
say. "Then you're saying you deserve
the death sentence that was passed on
you in absentia at Nuremberg"'"
"Not at all. not at all. We've come a
long way since then. You have a
Supreme Court Justice who was once
against the blacks, but you pardoned
him and put him on the highest court.
There were many in Vietnam who
confessed committing war crimes and
you've pardoned them.
"Punishment has given way to
rehabilitation. The war criminal has a
very low rate of recidivism.
Murderers, muggers and robbers
repeat their crimes when let out of
jail, war criminals seldom do."
THIS ANSWER WILL please the
questioners because it will indicate a
change of heart, but to make sure.
Bormann will be asked if he has
renounced that Nazi swill about
superior and inferior races.
"No. I don't zing zo We jumped on
the Jews because we had insufficient
data. At that time, you'll recall, only
the Americans knew about cost benefit
analysis."
A few Jewish organizations will issue
statements saying that the new
Bormann has compounded the crime of

genocide with modem public relations,
but they wUI be ignored when Bormann
says. I was never so much a Nazi as I
was an anti-Communist, although I do
think that it is permissible to sell the
Russians
grain
under certain
circumstances."
With that he will fly off to vacation in
Palm Springs, where it will be
rumored that he is a guest of Frank
Sinatra
The singer will refuse to confirm or
deny the story, but will add. "1 don't
see why some people are so hard on the
guy. Look, I used to be a Kennedy
Democrat."
AT THE SAME TIME, a major
television network and an automobile
manufacturer will begin negotiations
to put on
The Bob Hope-Martin
Bormann Golf Classic."
Lee Kldei the nation's only big-time
black professional, will then be quoted
as saying. "That's one tournament 1
hope they don't let me play in."
Such uppityness will prompt Billy
Graham to remark. "Well, one thing
you have to say for Hitler is that he did
keep the German family together."
Back East. Ron Ziegler will deny
that Bormann has been meeting
secretly with Henry Kissinger and
President Nixon to review the
Cambodian situation.
IT WILL ONLY COME out later that
he has been hired by the Pentagon as a
consultant, a decision which will be
defended by Elliot Richardson, who
will explain that. "Whatever he did in
the distant past, he's a good small-d
democrat now. and nobody living has
had more practical, down-to-earth
counter insurgency experience."
A paperback book publisher will
announce it's paying a million dollars
for the reprint rights as a talent bunt
gets under way to find the actor to play
the lead in "Young Bormann."
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assails dorm
police policy
Last night. Wed.. April II.
Founders Quadrangle initiated a
"protection program." which
included an armed policewoman,
whose job was to curb the visitation
rights of male visitors and to
protect residents from rape.
Speaking as a male guest who was
harassed. I hope I see that
policewoman later, because I'll try
to rape her.
Jeffrey Shore
436 Anderson Hall
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Disregards two provisions

U.S. violates cease-fire pact

NwwUmt hy TUmw 0. Uw<»n
'I thot an arrow through tho ...lc« Arona? Barb
Snydor, fr«»hman (B. A.) aimj at tho largo* during
hor archory clan in tho Univonrty lea Arona.
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WASHINGTON (AP) The United States has
stopped observing two key
provisions of the Vietnam
cease-fire
agreement,
saying North Vietnam has
failed to live up to all parts
of the settlement
In separate announcements yesterday, the Pentagon and the State Department said mine-clearing
operations by the U.S. Navy
in North Vietnamese waters
has been halted and the chief
American delegate to a joint
U.S.-North
Vietnamese
economic commission had
been called home from
Paris
By pulling Maurice Williams out of the Paris talks
on an American economic
aid program, the United
States has halted its effort
at carrying out Article 21 of
the Jan. 27 cease-fire agreement
That provision pledges
that the United States will
contribute to healing the
wounds of war and to postwar reconstruction of the
Democratic Republic of
Vietnam."
By suspending the mine
sweeping operations, the
United States is no longer

Group schedules events
to honor black women
RE BLACK WOMEN,
a week featuring black
women prominent in various
fields,, begins Monday
Sponsored by the Black
Student Union tBSU). the
week is designed to increase
student awareness of the
occupational versatility and
talent of black women
Events, scheduled for
Monday. April 23 through
Sunday. April 29. are free
and open to the public
The following is a
schedule of the week's
events
MONDAY -Mamie Moore,
associate director of women
and minority affairs in
Washington ' D C. will
discuss "Women's Movement' A Black Perspective"
at 9 p.m. in the west lounge.
Founders Quadrangle
TUESDAY-Dr. Samuel
Strong, obstetrician and
gynecologist, will speak on
Your Body and You" in the
Delta Sigma Theta sorority
house at 7 p.m.
WEDNESDAY- "What's
in the News for You" will be
discussed by Royal

Kennedy. NBC reporter, in
the west lounge. Founders
Quadrangle at 7 p.m.
THURSDAY-Dr Eileen
Southern, professor of music
at York College [City University of New York), will
speak on "African Tradition
in Afro-American Music" at
8 p m in the Recital Hall.
School of Music Bldg. This
event is co-sponsored by
us I and the music theory
department
FRIDAY-Jearldyne Blun-

SATURDAY-Your Future in Fashion" will be
discussed by Maxine Casey
Hunt, designer and businesswoman, in the Batchelder
Hall lounge at 3 p.m.
SUNDAY-Joanna Featherstone. an internationally
acclaimed one-woman show,

Man pleads guilty
Charles Hoag. 21. of SI
Back Bay Road, was sentenced to one year in the
county jail and fined $500
and court costs earlier this
week after be pleaded guilty
in Bowling Green Municipal
Court to possession of marijuana.
Court bailiff James Sears
said it was Hoag s first offense against the marijuana
laws.

BRIAR HILL
GOLF COURSE
Weekdays
Sat, Sun., Holidays

den. dance instructor and
choreographer, will present
"Dayton Contemporary
Dance Guild A Dance Concert" at 8 p.m. in the Grand
Ballroom. Union

$2.75 all day
$3.75 all day

New Driving Range On Water
Now Open For 1973 Season
Rt. No. 18 - North Baltimore

BRATHAUS
HOUSE
— is on the make —
(see us change)

115 E. Court

2FOR1
6-8 P.M.
Monday, Tuesday, Friday
(Formerly Johnies Lounge)

He has also been charged
with prohibited use of a
dwelling for keeping a hallucinogen.
The latter charge is a felony and is still pending in
Wood County Common Pleas
Court. Sears said.
Hoag has also been
charged with bombing a
truck at the National Guard
Armory on East Wooster
Street last May.

will present "Not Without
Laughter." a program of
Afro-American literature, at
7 p.m in the Amani. basement of Commons

complying with Article 2 of
the Paris agreement, which
states:
"The United States will
remove, permanently deactivate or destroy all the
mines in the territorial
waters, ports, harbors and
waterways of North Vietnam as soon as this agreement goes into effect."
U.S. officials acknowledge
these are violations, but they

charge the North Vietnamese and their allies
started the trouble by
choosing those provisions of
the settlement they would
observe.
Government
officials
would not say the American
actions, or even the alleged
continuous violations by
Hanoi, indicated the peace
agreement was in imminent
jeop.

"The two actions today
are similar to the bombing
of Laos this week." one
source said. "They are
efforts to convince the Communists we mean business,
not that we have given up on
the agreement "
This official expressed the
hope that Hanoi will realize
it has tested President
Nixon's will to its limit and

newsnoTea

But the Baptist minister also
cautioned against violence, saying
that "when we talk about violence,
we are playing into the hands of those
who know how to deal with us

Bombing funds

WASHINGTON (API - Longtime
opponents of the Vietnam war are
marshaling forces for a Senate vote
in May on cutting off funds for
continued U.8. bombing in Cambodia
and Laos.
A bil' by Sens Frank Church (DIdahol and Clifford P Case (R-N.J I
would deny spending for any US
military operations in Indochina and
U.S. aid to North Vietnam unless
Congress specifically approves
They plan to offer the legislation as
an amendment to the annual State
Department authorization bill
pending before the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee.

Fuel crisis
AKRON tAPI - Americans may
have to change their life styles to
beat the nation's fuel crisis. Sen
Thomas Eagleton <D-Mo. I told a
University of Akron audience
yesterday
And he said the |20 million which
President Nixon's proposed budget
sets aside for research into energy
resources "might be a nice allocation
for Akron I' . but for the nation it's
peanuts."
Asked about the potential for the
United States in oil and other
economic matters in Southeast Asia,
Eagleton replied, "I see Japan
picking up all the marbles ''

Civil rights
KENT (API - The Rev. Dr Ralph
Abernathy. black civil rights leader,
says the movement must "go back to
the streets-thai is all America
understands "
Dr. Abernathy. who became
president of the Southern Christian
Leadership Conference after the
assassination of Martin Luther King,
told a Kent State University audience
of 700 Wednesday night to expect
mass marches in Washington. D C .
and other cities this spring.

U.S. Marines
WASHINGTON (API - Spokesmen
for the military and the U.S.
Embassy in Cambodia have denied a
report that U.S. Marines are being
sent from Okinawa to the embattled
Southeast Asian nation.

will begin full observance.
State Department spokesman Charles W Bray said
that whether the agreement
can be saved is entirely a
function of the actions of the
other side If Hanoi and its
allies in the rest of Indochina continue violations,
the United States will continue retaliation." he indicated

The report was repeated
Wednesday night in a House speech
by Rep Fortney H Stark (D-Calil I.
Stark said he received unconfirmed
information from an antiwar group
known as the Okinawan Project of
National Lawyers
A Pentagon spokesman declared
the report, "nonsense" and said that
Marine units based on Okinawa have
been engaged in exercises at sea.

Improvements
COLUMBUS (API - A $312 million
capital improvements bill for the two
years ending June 30. 1975. was
among the 241 bills introduced into
the Ohio House Wednesday
The measure, to finance state
building projects, was offered by
Rep. Myrl Shoemaker I>HH Bourne
villel. chairman of the House
Finance Committee
It includes 1699 million for
construction of two-year university
campuses throughout the state as
well as funds for building programs
on several university campuses
Ohio Stale University would get
(37.4 million for building projects
under the bill
Bowling Green, would receive $14
million

House approves state budget
COLUMBUS (API - Gov
John Gilligans $9 9 billion
budget passed the Democractic-controlled House
Wednesday and headed for
the knife that the Republican-controlled Senate is certain to wield.
Political leaders on both
sides agreed the spending
proposal for the next two
years would eventually be
decided by a joint HouseSenate conference committee
Passage of the bill in the
House marked the beginning
of the Easter recess for the
Geneial Assembly Both
houses return May 1.
DURING THE day. 241
bills were introduced into
the House and 103 in the
Senate. The day marked the
deadline for introduction of

THINK EUROPE
QQ
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CHARTER FLIGHTS

new measures.
Republicans in the House,
controlled by Democrats 5841. called the budget a tax
grab," but could do nothing
to stop it from passage.
The vote was 56-39.
Republicans, who control
the Senate 17-16. have already indicated they will
concentrate on the upper
chamber for changes in the
bill.
HOUSE Minority Leader
Charles F Kurfess (R-83
Perrysburgl led the fight
against the budget. He
accused Gilligan of failing to

keep tax reform promises of
1971 when the state income
tax passed
Kurfess. who supported
the income tax. along with
12 other House Republicans,
said Gilligan refused to
correct inequities although
he found $118 million in
extra money from income
tax revenues.
"There it was, at the end
of the rainbow." said Kurfess of the extra money.
"What's his excuse now?"
House Finance Committee
Chairman Myrl Shoemaker
(D-88 Bournevillel who
carried the bill on the floor.

LUTHER
APARTMENTS
825 Third Street 1 bedroom (2 man)

$80.00 each

841 Eighth Street 2 bedroom (3 man)

$65.00 each

733-755-777 Manville
2 bedroom (3 man)
(4 man)

$65.00 each
$55.00 each

9 Month Lease Only
All Apartments Furnished

Pendleton Realty Co.

Winthrop Terrace
South

WAYNE APARTMENTS

Office at 400 Napoleon Rd.
Ph. 352-9135
Open till 8 P.M. Mon.-Thur.; Till 5 Fri.; Till 3 Sat.

Rep George D. Tablack
(D-52 Campbell), who sponsored the amendment, said
Youngstown had not had a
boost in fees for three years.
It will seek an increase from
$150 to -189 a quarter, still
within the state limit of $210.

HAVEN HOUSE MANOR APTS.
1515 E. WOOSTER
NEW BUILDING COMPLETED
2 BEDROOM APARTMENTSCOMPLETELY FURNISHED

CALL

352-7444

HOURS:
12-5
NOW
LEASING

— Management by—

Information in UAO Office

Come Over And See One
Today!

SHOEMAKER, a fiscal
conservative, said attempts
to change it would be "irresponsible and foolhardy and
probably subject to executive veto."
Republicans made several
attempts to increase
spending, but all were shot
down.
Following the budget vote,
the House concurred in
Senate amendments to the
administration's
$92.2

million federal revenue
sharing bill It now goes to
Gilligan for signing into law
Democrats approved
three amendments to the
budget, including one that
excluded Youngstown State
University from a freeze on
student fees for the next two
years

MODEL SUITE

353-3641

Still has two full bath apartments for the price of one
bath apartments.

said it meets the state's
education needs and provided money for other
areas.

724 Sixth St.

CHERRY HILL VILLAGE
Furnished 2 Bedroom
Suites
only $65
(based on 4 person occupancy)

THE BRENTWOOD
Now leasing for summer and fall. We
have all the extras at no extra cost.
Drop in and talk to our resident
managers now for a real deal in apartment living. See Mike or Gayle in
Suite 4, The Brentwood, or call 3525657 or if no answer call 352-3595
for an early appointment. Try us you'll like us.

• Facilities include

• IV* baths
•
•
•
•

Wall to Wall Carpeting
Central Heat and A/C
Patio Grills
Indoor Pool
Contact Our Rental Agent at

741 High St.
352-6248
Hrs. 10-12.1-5,Ml Evtrydjy but Wtd.

Bates and Springer Inc.
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DAILV CROSSWORD PUZZLE

The Lone Ranger' is riding again
1
7

Radio's nostalgic oldies returning
broadcasting
business
in
1938 as a distributor of the
shows that now are his golden oldies. His market went
flat in the 1950s with the
arrival of television.
He went into television as
a buyer of U.S. programs for
overseas TV stations. But he
kept the 16-inch shellac
records on which the words
and deeds of
Lamont
Cranston. Kato and others
were preserved.

By the AiMciatctf Preti
NEW YORK (API-If you
hear The Lone Ranger" on
radio these days, don't be
alarmed. It i still 1973
What is happening is an
aural time warp caused by
Charles Mlchelson. a New
York broadcasting veteran
who lor eight years has been
promoting a gradual miniboom in radio nostalgia.
He owns the rights to rebroadcast a dozen half-hour
radio series that were the
real biggies of the 1940s,
series like The C-reen Hornet."
"The
Shadow."
"Gangbusters" and "Sherlock Holmes."

"We
decided
around
Christmastime in 1964 to
throw
out
these
old
records." said Michelson.
63
"BUT JUST before we did
it. I got a little sentimentalit must have been the holiday season-and
I
said,
let's see if maybe we can
do something with them'."
Whereupon he wrote to
friends he'd known for years
at 25 key radio stations in

HE BEGAN leasing them
to stations in 1965 and says
the shows now can be heard
on more than 400 stations in
major, medium and minor
markets across the U.S.
Michelson
got
in
the

the artists on the original
radio shows
"WE DIDN'T even have a
list of the original acton,
anymore." he laughed.
"We finally had a committee of actors from the old
days come in and listen to
the shows and identify the
voices."
The
necessary
fee
arrangements were made

the U.S. He proposed a
revival of radio's golden
days. Twelve said they were
interested and he was in
business.
But first there was a
period of negotiations with
the American Federation of
Television
and
Radio
Artists
The talks involved fees
that would have to be paid

and be went to work.
Oddly
enough,
the
greatest fans at the start
were
college
students
running
campus
radio
stations.
"They looked on this as
camp material, you might
say," observed Michelson,
who says the radio nostalgia
market now falls roughly
into three categories.

One is the youth market,
teen-agers for whom "The
Lone Ranger" Is something
new
and
exciting.
The
second is the memory lane
market, people who grew up
listening to radio. The third
is the freeway market,
motorists who'd rather bear
"Fibber McGee and Molly"
than music or news during
the rush hour.

Grant changes pending
Seward, state director of
Ohio Instructional Grants,
announced last Friday that
the General Assembly is
giving serious consideration
to raising amounts of the
grant and raising the income
eligibility ceiling.
According
to
Smith,
Seward said it appears that
the
grants
could
be
increased from the present

It may be easier to receive
an Ohio Instructional Grant
(OIG) next year,
Beryl
Smith, director of financial
aid at the University said
Wednesday.
But first, the Ohio General
Assembly
must
approve
proposed changes in the
amounts of the grant and the
income eligibility ceiling.
Smith said Charles W

Fri. & Sat. at

Domino's
3 Free Cokes
WITH ANY LARGE PIZZA

maximum of $510
maximum of $570.

to

a

SMITH SAID Seward also
explained that students with
adjusted family incomes of
up to $13,989 could be
eligible for the grants. The
present
cutoff
point
is
$11,999.
"I suggest that students
from families with gross
incomes of up to $15,000
should apply for the grant so
they have their applications
on file if the change in
income level is written into
law," Smith said.
He added
that
it it
possible for a family income
of $15,000 to be the same as
an adjusted income level of
$13,000.
"The
increased
$2,000
range will pick up a lot of
students." he said "Many of
those who haven't applied

14
16
17
18
19
20
22
13
21
17
29
33
36
15
41
42
44
45
46
49
50
34

ACROSS
Family •!
AnfHrin acton
Extreme
conservative.
Camel.
Fi.htonable.
Balance
Straight roite.
Meadow.
Part of a eaatle.
Moat Important
•idee.
Enfllah
compoter,
Meke thin.
Tropical ihrab
with fragrant
flower..
Airfreight.
Norwegian
dramatlat.
And the like.
Sign.
Scettered.
Flattery: Colloq.
Sprinklei. in e
way.
In indebted to.
Trenivened.
Draw.
Playground.
Conditional

Coge. '72 Geo'l Pearum Corp
releeae.
SI Irrational
number
60 Kiuen'i soand.
61 Manege
63 Length, ae of
mode film.
65 Copper!.
66 Obieqnies.
67 Hold. eat.
68 Proper and
lilting.
DOWN
1 Refrain word in a
Yale long
2 Bid.
3 -The pipe.
"
4 However, for
■hort.
5 Falcon.
6 Smile, deri.lrely.
7 Fieh a certein
way.
I Actually.
9 All ponible.
10 Entire: Comb,
form.
11 Oppoied: SI.
11 I'ndeniied
animal.
13 Utten.
IS Fantasy.
11
dies.

14
M
II
19
30
31
33
34
35
37
39
40
43
47
41
49
SI
SI
S3
54
SS
56
S7
59
61
64

Drives am.
Nona saahas.
Conaa of dork..
Unwavering.
Cat.
Made angry
Tablet!.
facto.
Scram I
Not oat.
Gaelic.
Darted ahead
swiftly.
Ch.llet.ge.
Kitchen Manilla.
Mark up, ei
.hoe..
One of a eat of
ihipi' ropes.
Deu roved.
To love: lit.
One of King
Leir'i daagatan.
Re.ided.
Aleiander of
literature.
Top.
Badget item.
Department of
France.
Finiihed.
Letter.
Dick.

should do so.'
If the change should take
place. Smith said it is
estimated that it would add
$4 million
to the OIG
program for the 1973-74
academic year, raising the
total OIG budget to $20
million.
HE SAID his office should
know by July exactly what
the amounts and ceiling will
be.
Smith said to qualify for
the OIG. a student must be
enrolled
as
a
full-time
student, should be making
appropriate progress toward
an associate or bachelor's
degree and must not be
involved in the study of
theology.
Applications for the OIG
are available in the Student
Financial Aid Office. 305
Student Services Building.

Police activity

ArtSWER 10 PREVIOUS PUZZLE

TT1

Domino's is student managed!
Domino's is holding the price line — unlike our main competition, we have
increased our efficiency rather than raise prices due to food cost increases.
Domino's continues to put out the best pizza and give the best service in town.

CALL DOMINO'S for the BEST] 352-5221

The Pizza People, Period

Be an ESCORT. Fill Out
This Blank and Mail To:

Bowling Green City Police reported yesterday that David
Osier, sophomore (A&S). has been arrested and charged
with the theft of cigarettes from the Great Scot supermarket in the Stadium View Plaza.
Dwlght Moudy, freshman (B.A.I, was arrested Wednesday by Campus Safety officers and charged with discharging
firecrackers on University property
One of the residents of 334 Chapman reported that a
camera valued at $70 was taken from her room yesterday
morning.
Three bicycles have been reported stolen since Tuesday.
Two of the bikes were valued at $80 each, while the other
was valued at $75.

~«®fe~ CLaSSIFIED -*®fc~
METAMORPHOSIS

W. R. Hathaway - 405 Student Services Bldg.
i

.

Name.

t AMITS CALENDAR
Free**. April 10 1973
The Geology Club will meet in 70 Overman Hall at noun,
with Iti David M Scolford ol MSI lecturing on
Alkaline Feldspars as Indicators ol Metamorphic
Tempcralurc

Room No.

Residence Hall.

The Campus Jewish Organization will hold creative
Sabbath services at 6 30 pm in I'rout Chapel

. Phone _

Sunday. April 22 1*7:1

Hours you are volunteering for .
DAY

United Christian Fellowship will hold
t clebration al the I I'F Center at II a m

an

Easier

The Bti School ol Sell -Defense will meet in 201 Haves
Hall at 6 30 pm

TIME

The Bti SI Karate Club will meet Irom 7-9 pm in the
Forum ol Stud Services Open to Ihe public
Poelrv Forum will meet at 7 30 pm al 650 6th St . Apl 2
Bring your own poelrv lor discussion
Monday April 23. 1973

Questions? Call Randy Hathaway 372-1296

Thank
You

a'li'u'rj'Q'a
Mowrume
CKMCS >T 7:15 I US
UTMNT t SUM'
2*0. 3:50. 5:40. 7 30 I »:M

r*. SAI Ms SW ONT

FKE1 CM HEATERS!

CIURLTON HESTON in

Mtmoccxon

f&

rrVhlAVTSCN"

J5

A humble radiant
terrific movie.

iff

MQUEL WELCH is

"Nannie
Caulcler"
AT 11:15
SHOWN FRI. & SAT. ONLY

on

EVEMB II 7:00 1 ftN
UT. 1 Ml MJT. - £M I 430

CLIP THIS ADI

When was
the last time
you wanted
to see a
movie
twice??

Man Of
hMancha

j

Cha/lottTsWeb

* «*OslcM>OVtNT°»«l
Mo Unit**'Artisis

jnWorAIPmmount. jtttt

o

(KNKS IT 7:90 I MS
UT. t SIM mi. 2:15 I 4:30

SUNDAY OfOMC Til :00 pjn - AWLTS 1 M|

PRESENT THIS AD
AT THE CLA-ZEL BOX
OFFICE APRIL 18-24

SEE "SOUNDER"

FOR JUST »1.00

The Indistrial Technology Depl will leature Bob Maxwell
Irom Lalhrup Corp
talking aboul Industrial
Technologists role in industry Irom 8-10 pm in 106 Tech
Bldg

LOST 4 FOUND
Return blue suede jacket to
place where RIPPED-OFF
4 no prosecution
Found
brown-blue girl's
glasses on High St Call 3526965 Pay lor ad
WANTED
Need experienced keyboard
player with own equipment
Call Chuck. 2 5566
Wanted 10 rent House lor
summer (or 4 or more
males 352-6661

Aulo Repair VW 4 Domestic Lyric Aulo. 455 S Main
352-7031

PERSONALS
CHINESE TOPS 10 spin, al
the Working Hand Craft
Center 515 Conneaul

.Attractive girls wanted lor
barmaids (ull or part time.
Experience
preferred
Apply in person- I'elli s
Alpine Village. 117 N Main

TOUR OF ROSEDOWN
PLANTATION
4
GARDENS. St Francesville. La We will have two
movies about this restored
mansion which dates back to
1835 and the beautiful formal
gardens surrounding a
Departure is Tuesday
evening. April 24. at 7 pm
Irom Chapman Main
Lounge

SERVICES OFFERED

FRISBEES are in season al

HELP WANTED
Waitress wanted Paghai s
Pitta Apply in person. 1004
S Main

_^l-d«ill. / MATHl PMtfuciloM

IMPORTS INN- Imported
Car Specialists- foreign
repair 13264 Bishop Rd. B G
Turn led oil N Dixie Hwy
Open Mon-Fn luam-Spm
Sat loam-Spm

Dennv. Scot Sparky. Dyna.
Gladman. we still think you
would have looked great in
tights' Thanks (or helping
Alpha Chis
Everyone knows what a line
time you have with the
ATO'i Thanks lor the lea"
The Sisters ol Alpha Phi
Congratulations to Jack and
Judy on your Kappa Sig-Chi
Omega pinning Best wishes
lor both ol vou Your Little
Brother
Mondello is President
While Dewey is Freddv.
Butch is our leader
And we're really ready
KAPPA SIC Pledges
FOR SALE
10 x 54- 2 bedroom skirled,
air cond . shed, extras, low
price. 352-5015
65 Impala convt Looks and
runs like new Must sell
Best oiler 354-3063

best oiler Motorcycle liberglass saddlebags (it all
English Bikes 125 See Todd
No 22 Shallel or 21} Village
Green Apt
Tan ISM Ford Galaxie
Excellent condition SI75
Call 2 3326
Fender Fun Wah Pedal
New costs 150 Sell lor 135
372 1»6
M Tempest Phone .152 wn*
alter 4 pm
Siberian Husky puppies AKC
registered. BW. blue eves
Terms reasonable Phone
666-4493
1665 Mustang. V-g. 4speed Hurst headers, best
oiler over $300. good transportation. 352-6809
72 Opel 1900 Station wagon
FM Stereo system Asking
(2300 Weekdays alter 5 Ph
354-3602
71 Honda 350 Slightly customised 126 Ada Ave 3547311

Garrard 40B turntable and
Allied 420-55 wall amp. I
year old 1100 372-1934
66 Karmen Ghia. new
clutch, rebuilt engine. 6475
354-6695 2-4004
Living room lurnilure Reasonable prices, call 352 0431
alter 4 p.m.
Shure Vocal Master PA System Brand new Must sell
38246*1
72 Porsche 914 silver mini
cond. under warranty ill
7 74. buying 911 352-7696.
eves
Two bedrooms Holly Park 12
i 60 with large expando in
LR In Al condition, ready
for living, must sell 6864466
10 i 50 Mobile Home Two
bedrms
lurnished 11106
Musi sell Nice lor newlyweds! Call 352-0702 after I
pm
Saxophone lor sale gal or

FOR RENT
HOUSES 4 APTS
RENT CALL 352 9378

Openings lor ll persons
\MI ■ MANOR
APART- MENTS now
renting lor summer 4 fall
SPECIAL
SIMMER
RATES 1140 per month
New furnished. 2 minute
walk lo campus, 5 to town
Located behind Burger Chel
Phone 352 9302 days 3524055
evenings or 352-7365
evenings
HOUSES 4 APTS FOR
RENT CALL 352 9371
Apt to sublet sum
(HEAP 352-6957 Bil
2 students needed to sublet
apl sum qlr 1125 sum 352
0467 alter 4 pm
Greenview Apartments.
SUMMER 4 FALL leases
available 1 bdrrn . 2 bdrm.
i efl available Special
summer rates Call 352-1196
or stop by
Apis and rooms lor sum 4
fall Near campus Ph 3527365
Available lall 4 summer
leases Close to campus
Phone 352 1973 353 9663
•
For rent- Large room u)
house 1100 a month 15*
1441

Greenview Apartments.
SUMMER 4 FALL leases
available I bdrm . 2 bdrm .
4 efl available Special
summer rales, call 352-1195
or stop by

Ideal (or students 2 bdrm
lurn apt in town Carpet,
panelling ulil meld Available May I lor summer 4
(all 1180 mo 6*9-7262

Wanted Housemaids' now
and or through summer
Nice situation 354-0666

Needed 1 Female roommale lor next year. Haven
House Call 3625*43

LARGE 2 BDRM APTS
FOR 4 STUDENTS NEAR
TOWERS PH 352-7365

HOUSES 4 APTS FOR
RENT CALL 362-9371

Room lor rent- F- rest ol Sp
« ISO 4 3 bks im camp
363-3125
Teachers, grad students
young working people- lurn
2 bdrm apl lor summer
Ph 362-8111 mornings
F rmt
campus
7113

I bl Irom
640 month
352-

Apis for summer 4 fall
rental Special summer
rale* 1 block lo campus
Apply Hamblin Cleaners or
call 1634673 before 5 pm or
353-3143 after 6 pm
THL'RSTIN MANOR
APARTMENTS
NOW LEASING
FOR SUMMER
AT SPECIAL RATES
phone 352-5435

"SOUNDER'

A IW.II ■ hUu/Hulla Rill rum
Slarnng
CICELY TYSON
PAUL WINFlELD
KEVIN HOOKS
THEATRES COsuvrmo, TAJ MAHAL

Start saving the News
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Economy, inflation skyrocket
WASHINGTON (AP) Inflation soared to an annual
rate of fix per cent and the
country's economy spurted
to near-record levels during
the first quarter of the year,
the government reported
yesterday.
Economists warned that
there are signs the econnmv

is overheating and will have
to be slowed
The gross national product
iGNP)- the total value of
the country's goods and services-increased a record $40
billion
from January
through March to an annual
growth rate of 1(3 per cent.

THE CNP is increasing at
a seasonally adjusted annual
rate of $1 235 trillion, the
report said, compared to
II 164 trillion at the end of
1972. A trillion is a thousand
billion
Customers were both
buying more and paying
more, the figures showed.

Mental health viewed

AtMdatowfWsWh
Patty Martin, 26, of Proctorviao, OWo, hat loft her secretory
. toroat to become a truck driver. After training at an oU
company, she will drive an •,000-golton, 18-wheel diesel
tanker. Part of her training is maintenance.

"If there is a need for a
slogan in the mental health
campaign, it would be an
ounce of prevention is worth
a pound of cure.' " Dr.
Kmory L. Cowen. professor
of
psychology
and
psychiatry at the University
of
Rochester,
said
yesterday.
Speaking at the 1973 psychology department colloquium. Dr Cowen said more

Publisher gives lecture
Although
he
believes
investigative reporting is on
the rise. Max Sonderby of
the Chicago Sun-Times said
Thursday he does not think
newspapers are ready to be
day-to-day advocates.
Sonderby. publisher erf the
Cook County Jury Verdict
Reporter,
explained
his
views on investigative
reporting at a luncheon for
new student members of
Kappa Tau Alpha, national
journalism honor society.
The luncheon was part of the
annual Journalism Week
activities.
Sonderby
said
a

newspaper
cannot
advocate
too seriously
because it still has the
•idvertisers to consider
BUT HE SAID the public
is
becoming
more
accustomed to outstanding
newspapers
like
the
Washington Post, which are
digging up some good
investigative stories.
"People are beginning to
realize that that s the kind of
journalism to recognize." he
said
Although some
new
journalists have come under
fire lor subjective or
advocacy reporting.

Sonderby said as long as an
investigative story pertains
to corruption, especially of
public officials, no one can
say a story is biased because
the
newspaper
is
representing the people, the
taxpayers."
Sonderby said for a long
time.
investigative
reporting in Chicago was
slipping backwards."
"But during the last
couple of years, things have
been picking up. and I think
that's also true on a national
scale," he said

in the Chicago area is the
result of a greater number
of
indictments and
convictions being returned
against public officials, he
said.
Newspapers are now
competing against one
another to bring a
corruption story to the
attention of prosecuting
attorneys, he said.

emphasis should be placed
on the eariv detection and
prevention of mental illness
In children rather than
waiting "until the battle is
already lost."
He said schools influence
the emotional development
of children and the teachers
influence
the
pupil's
learning ability.
The schools should train
the body and the emotions of
the child at the same time as
the mind. Dr. Cowen said
HE SAID the ability to
train peopl- to deal with
maladjustment in children
does not meet the demand
for people in the area. Such
training should include
community
contact and
consultation, he added
"Little children. litUe
problems, big children, big
problems' doesn't apply" in
reality, be said, adding that
worrying about
little
problems first could help in
coping with larger ones
later

there Is a need "lo eliminate
bias, shift the basic attitude
of the public ..ml cure or
contain functional mental
disorders," Dr Cowen said
Dr. Cowen is the director
ol the Center of Community
Study at Rochester and is
the author of more than 50
books and articles on
community approaches to
mental health programs

and a top government
economist said the United
States was experiencing
inflation under conditions of
strong demand
The economist, chairman
llerbeit Stein of the President's Council of Economic
Advisors, called the firstquarter inflation rate extra
ordinary
Inflation, accounting for
six per cent of the increase
in UNI', scored the biggest
quarterly jump since a 6 3
per cent inflation in the
fourth quarter of 1970

year, it would mean that
consumers would be paying
Jl 06 at the end of the year
for each f 1 of purchases at
the beginning of the year.
The government's goal for
infUion this year is 2 5 per
cent, and economists Still
are saying a slowdown to
this rate later in the year is
feasible Their optimism of
two months ago. however,
has been waning.
The first-quarter GNP
report showed that the
Nixon administration has
not yet been successful in restraining inflation, and it
could bring additional pressure to tighten wage-price
controls
One
government
economist indicated, however, that the pressure can't
bet much greater than it already is

IT WAS MURE than
double the rale of 2.8 per
cent in the fourth quarter of
1972 I he rale of inflation for
all of last year was three per
cent
If the six per cent inflation
is maintained throughout the

rau. SOME i
HKhAPtZZAl

PIE

To deal sucessfully with
the mentally disturbed.

"A THEATRICAL MIRACLE!"
—Life Magazine

PART OF THE increased
popularity for investigations

Need a bike?

Croy Gymnasium
Findlay College

Board to hold
auction Tues.

Tickets available at B & G Drug Store, Findlay and
the Student Activities Office of Findlay College
$3.50 each.

Unclaimed articles from
Campus Safety's lost and
found,
including
15 20
bicycles, will be auctioned
Tuesday. April 24. at 4 p.m.
in the forum. Student
Services Bldg
Other items for auction
include
hats,
gloves,
umbrellas,
watches and
rings.
The auction is sponsored
by Charities Board.
Proceeds will be distributed
to various charities.

Performance 8 p.m. Tuesday, Apr! 24

UAO
Campus Flicks
Airport - 4.00IDwith

| ABORTION

Fri. - Apr. 20 -

Free Placement
Frit Pregnancy Test
HYC MM. Accepted

Sat. - Apr. 21 -

cm

6:30
9:30
6:30
9:30

210 Math-Science

(You May Call Collect)

(212) 595-4220
I
I
i
i
i
i
i
i
I

I

Coirtrowed Parenthood
Suite 55
200 W. 72nd St.
HY.C H.Y.

It's Annie Oakleal's
Birthday

Sale; Low-Cost
Confidential

Celebrate with steak at Ponderosa

(A Non-profit Orjaniiation I

Annie showed the rest ol the girls how lo go.

!

The gnls who said. "I'd love to go out lor a

^ZJUiSSI^-^
Bowling CSreen State University
BOWLINI; ' .«i i N. OHIO

good steak, but I don't leel like dressing." So,

North
Grove Apts.
1005 North
Grove Street

9 Month Lease

Annie, taking the littlest Oakleaf, hopped in
the car and headed lor Ponderosa It's a great
place to lake a kid Or |usl lo enjoy a steak
without dressing-up

S179
■ SIEAK DINNER

2 BEDROOM
TOWNHOUSE
IWwTwhed S1SO.O0
Finished
$180.00
(2-3-4 man)

Res. Mgr. B-7
353-5891
Management by

Pendeton
Realty Go.
353-3641

PONDEROSA
STEAK HOUSE

E. WOOSTER ST.
Across from Football Stadium

Parents Coming
- This Weekend?
Our EASTER BUFFET
is being served in
the Carnation Room

Prime Rib of Beefl
Au Jus
And A Fantastic Salad Bar
Price »4.25/person w/shrimp cocktail *5.25
Children *2.75

May We Make A Reservation
For You At 12:00-1:30 or 3:00 p.m
Call 372-2242

Now op»n Ih* all now "Mr. Bojanglos" Nile club undor now
managimtnl featuring Bands, Wed -Thur -Fri -Sat ; Wod.
50-50 nil*; Thur. 2 for 1 nit*. Now Appearing "570 pound
Band' ol "Mr. BojangUt", 893 S. Main St. 352-9074 •
Bowling Groen, O.

Top Records
of The
Week
1. I Can See Clearly Now
Ray Conniff
2. Alone Together
Donny Osmond
3. Back to Front
Gilbert O'Sullivan
4. Rare Hendrix
Jimi Hendrix
5. Mac Davis
Mac Davis
6. Sam Neely
Sam Neely
7. To Whom It May Concern

Bee Gee
8. Grand Hotel
Procol Harum
9. Fresh
Raspberries
10. Bloodrock Passage
Bloodrock

11. Thirty Seconds Winterland
Jefferson Airplane
12. Houses of the Holy
Led Zepplin
13. Rock Me Baby
David Cassidy
14. Back Stabbers
O'Jays
15. Dark Side of the Moon
Pink Floyd
16. My Second Album
Donna Fargo
17. Homecoming
America
18. Phoenix
Grand Funk
19. CCRGold
CCR
20. Artificial Paradise
Guess Who

RECORDS
Reg.'5.98

0«t?W EACH

(Offer Good Fri., Sat., Sun.)

Daily 10-10, Sunday 11-6
BIG N PLAZA, 1080 S. Main St.

*•!• 4/Th. KJ N.w», rrk*ary, Axaril 70, 1973

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

'The Lone Ranger' /s riding aga/n

ACROSS
Faaaily •!
American actor*.
Extreme
cODMrr ■live.
Cu.l.
Fashionable.
Balance
Straight route.
Meadow.
Part of a eaatle.
Mot important
Idea.
Eatliah
compoaer.
Make ihin.
Tropical •hnib
with fragrant
flowers.
Airfreight.
Norwegian
dramatist.
And the like.

1
7

Radio's nostalgic oldies returning
broadcasting
business
in
1938 as a distributor of the
shows that now are his golden oldies His market went
flat in the 1950s with the
arrival of television.
He went into television as
a buyer of U.S. programs for
overseas TV stations. But he
kept the 16-inch shellac
records on which the words
and deeds of
Lamont
Cranston. Kato and others
were preserved.

By the Assewlaietl Prcn
NEW YORK (API-If you
hear "The Lone Ranger" on
radio these days, don't be
alarmed. It's still 1973
What is happening is an
aural time warp caused by
Charles Michelson, a New
York broadcasting veteran
who for eight years has been
promoting a gradual miniboom in radio nostalgia
He owns the rights to rebroadcast a dozen half-hour
radio series that were the
real biggies of the 1940s,
series like The (Jreen Hornet.''
"The
Shadow,'
Gangbusters" and "Sherlock Holmes."

and he went to work.
Oddly
enough,
the
greatest fans at the start
were
college
students
running
campus
radio
stations.
"They looked on this as
camp material, you might
say." observed Michelson,
who says the radio nostalgia
market now falls roughly
into three categories.

One is the youth market,
teen-agers for whom "The
Lone Ranger" is something
new and exciting. The
second is the memory lane
market, people who grew up
listening to radio. The third
is the freeway market,
motorists who'd rather hear
"Fibber McGee and Molly"
than music or news during
the rush hour

Grant changes pending

"We
decided
around
Christmastime in 1964 to
throw
out
these
old
records." said Michelson.
63

Seward, state director of
Ohio Instructional Grant*,
announced last Friday that
the General Assembly is
giving serious consideration
to raising amounts of the
grant and raising the income
eligibility ceiling.
According
to
Smith.
Seward said it appears that
the
grants
could
be
increased from the present

It may be easier to receive
an Ohio Instructional Grant
lOIG) next year. Beryl
Smith, director of financial
aid at the University said
Wednesday.
But first, the Ohio General
Assembly
must
approve
proposed changes in the
amounts of the grant and the
income eligibility ceiling.
Smith said Charles W.

"BUT JUST before we did
it. I got a little sentimentalit must have been the holiday season and
I
said,
"let's see if maybe we can
do something with them'."
Whereupon he wrote to
friends he'd known for years
at 25 key radio stations in

HE BEGAN leasing them
to stations in 1965 and says
the shows now can be heard
on more than 400 stations in
major, medium and minor
markets across the U.S.
Michelson
got
in
the

the artists on the original
radio shows.
"WE DIDN'T even have a
list of the original actors,
anymore," he laughed.
"We finally had a committee of actors from the old
days come in and listen to
the shows and identify the
voices."
The
necessary
fee
arrangements were made

the U.S. He proposed a
revival of radio's golden
days. Twelve said they were
interested and he was in
business.
But first there was a
period of negotiations with
the American Federation of
Television
and
Radio
Artists
The talks involved fees
that would have to be paid

Fri. & Sat. at

Domino's
3 Free Cokes
WITH ANY LARGE PIZZA

SMITH SAID Seward also
explained that students with
adjusted family incomes of
up to 113.999 could be
eligible for the grants. The
present
cutoff
point
is
$11,999.
"I suggest that students
from families with gross
incomes of up to $15,000
should apply for the grant so
they have their applications
on file if the change in
income level is written into
law," Smith said.
He added
that
it is
possible for a family income
of $15,000 to be the same as
an adjusted income level of
$13,000.
"The
increased
$2,000
range will pick up a lot of
students." he said. " Many of
those who haven't applied

The Pizza People, Period

Be an ESCORT. Fill Out
This Blank and Mail To:

Friday. April 20. 1973
The Geology t'lub will meet in 70 Overman Hall at nuun
i.nli lit David M Scolford of MSI lecturing on
Alkaline Feldspars as Indicators ol Mclamorphic
Temperalure
The t'ampus Jewish Organization will hold creative
Sabbath services at 6 30 pm in Prout Chapel
Sunday. April 22. 1973

Hours you are volunteering for .

I'mled Christian Fellowship will hold
Celebration at the 1 t'F Center MII a m

an

Kilter

The BU School ol Sell -Defense will meet in 201 Haves
Hall at 6 30 pm

TIME

The B li S I Karate Club will meel from 7 9 pm in the
Forum of Stud Services Open to the publiiPoetry Forum will meel at 7 30 pm at ISO 6th Si
Bring vour own poetry (or discussion

Apt 2

Monday April 23 1973

iner»af
HWrUTM

macs tr v.u i tis

nt,UT.MISIH MY

CHNtLTONHESTONin

A humble radiant j
terrific movie.

• <:■
MfinocoOT
WNAVBON*

£S
5£

RAQUEL WELCH is

"Nannie
faultier'
ATll:.5
SHOWN FRI. & SAT. ONLY

CLIPTMISADI

I

ERWNM's
mCofcx

When was
the last time
you wanted
to see a
movie
twice??

FOR JUST'1.00

«<* Unirtd Artists

A Paramount. jgfc

|aipsMY OfOWC TH 3*0

RUTS 1 H|

LOSTIiFOl'ND
Return blue suede jacket to
place where RIPPKD-OFF
1 no prosecution
Found
brown-blue girl's
glasses on High St Call 3526965 Pay lor ad
WANTED
Need experienced keyboard
player with own equipment
Call Chuck. 2 55*6
Wanted to rent House lor
summer (or 4 or more
males 352-6161

.jRftdnltB / MATftl ProductiofM

i

IMPORTS INN- Imported
Car Specialists- foreign
repair 1324)4 Bishop Rd. 8 G
Turn lell off N Duie Hwy
Open Mon-Fn lOam-Apm
Sat lOam-Spm
Aulo Repair VW * Domestic Lyric Aulo. 455 S Main
352-7031

PERSONALS
CHINESK TOPS to spin at
the Working Hand Craft
Center 415 Conneaul

Attractive girls wanted lor
barmaids lull or part time
Kxperience
preferred
Apply in person Peltis
Alpine Village. 117 N Main

TOUR OF ROSEDOWN
PLANTATION
I
GARDENS. St Frances
villa. La We will have two
movies about this restored
mansion which dates back to
1135 and Use beautilul (ormal
gardens surrounding it
Departure
Is Tuesday
evening. April 24. at 7 pm
from Chapman Main
Lounge

SERVICES OFFERED

FRISBEES are in season al

Waitress wanted Pagliai s
Pizxa Apply in person. 1004
S Mam

i
ML

The Indistnal Technology Dept will leature Bob Maxwell
Irom Lathrup Corp talking about Industrial
Technologists role in industry from 8 10 pm in 106 Tech
Bldg

HELP WANTED

',«'l/S1CM.*0Vf'"1'"*.

Petvw'^l
MOMQ

PRESENT THIS AD
AT THE ClA-ZEL BOX
OFFICE APRIL 18-24
SEE "SOUNDER"

Man of
bMancha
Charlotte's Web *

Off

E«M$ IT 7* a MS
SAT I «■. HIT. ■ MS 14:31

UTMNT I SWNT
£M. 3:M. 5 40. 7:3* 4 t M

FREE M CM HEATERS!

Thank
You

LCinema-2; a'a'LMB'a
EffNKS IT 1M I * X
SAT I SIM kUT
210 i »:3.
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Loar's daughters.
Resided.
Alexander of
literature.
Top.
Badge! item.
Department of
France.

Finished.
Letter.
Dick.
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One of King
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One of a set of
ships' ropes.
Destroyed.
To love: Lot.

M
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I

.hoe..

"
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1
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17

Cat.
Made angry.
Tablets.
facto.
Scraaa!
Not oat.
Gaelic.
Darted ahead
swiftly.
Challenge.
Kitchen ataasils.
Mark ap, as

However, for
ahort.
Falcon.
Smilea derisively.
Fish a certain
way.
Actually.
All possible.
Entire: Comb,
form.
Opposed: SI.
Undersiaed
animal.
Letters.
Fantasy.
— dien.

41 Scattered.
42 Flatten: Colloq.
44 Sprinkle, in a
way.
45 In indebted to.
4« Transversed.
49 Draw.
50 Play.round
I S4 Conditional

■ XI

■M

57

II

M

1■

M

64
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ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
M E c 1 c
■ '■' « P 1 N A
" .1 A. DO P A P A 1 0 » F

MKTAMURPHOSIS
CAMPUS CALENDAR

- Phone _

Questions? Call Randy Hathaway 372-1296
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The pipe.
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Room No.

DAY

29
33

Bowling Green City Police reported yesterday that David
Oster. sophomore (A4SI. has been arrested and charged
with the theft of cigarettes from the Great Scot supermarket in the Stadium View Plaza
Dwight Moiidy. freshman iB.A.I. was arrested Wednesday by Campus Safety officers and charged with discharging
firecrackers on University property.
One of the residents of 334 Chapman reported that a
camera valued at $70 was taken from her room yesterday
morning
Three bicycles have been reported stolen since Tuesday
Two of the bikes were valued at $80 each, while the other
was valued at $75.

W. R. Hathaway - 405 Student Services Bldg.

Residence Hall.

HE SAID his office should
know by July exactly what
the amounts and ceiling will
be.
Smith said to qualify for
the OIG. a student must be
enrolled
as
a
full-time
student, should be making
appropriate progress toward
an associate or bachelor's
degree and must not be
involved in the study of
theology.
Applications for the OIG
are available in the Student
Financial Aid Office. 305
Student Services Building.

21
27

Drives out.
Noun wliei
Genus of dackt.

„

Domino's is holding the price line — unlike our main competition, we have
increased our efficiency rather than raise prices due to food cost increases.
Domino's continues to put out the best pizza and give the best service in town.

NameL

should do so."
If the change should take
place. Smith said it is
estimated that it would add
$4
million to the OIG
program for the 1973-74
academic year, raising the
total OIG budget to $20
million.

23

Police activity

Domino's is student managed!

CALL DOMINO'S for the BESJ! 352-5221

maximum of 1510 to a
maximum of (570.

14
li
17
IB
19
20
22

Gea'lI Feature!
Peacurei Corp.
Cope. '72 On
releaae.
Irrational
number.
Kilten'i sound.
Manage.
Length, aa of
movie film.
Coppere.
Obsequies.
Holds ont.
Proper and
fitting.
DOWN
Refrain word in a
Yale aong.
Bid.

Denny Scot Sparky. Dyna.
Gladman we still think you
would have looked great in
tights' Thanks lor helping
Alpha Chit
Everyone knows what a line
lime vou have with the
ATI) s Thanks lor the tea"
The Sisters ol Alpha Ptn
Congralulatioiu to Jack and
Judy on your Kappa Sig-Chl
Omega pinning Best wishes
lor both of vou Your Little
Brother
Mondello is President
While Dewey is Freddv
Butch is our leader
And we're really readv
KAPPA S1G Pledges
FOR SALF
10 i 54- 2 bedroom skirted
air cond shed, extras, low
price 342-50(4
65 lni(i.l.i imi.i Looks and
runs like new Musi sell
Best oiler 354-3063
tiarrard 40B turntable and
Allied 42S-5S wait amp 1
year old 1100 371-1934
66 Karmen Ghia. new
clutch, rebuilt engine. $475
Wl laW. 2-4004
Living room lurmture Reasonable prices, call 352-0431
after 4 pm.
Shure Vocal Master PA System Brand new Must sell
3S2-OS6I
72 Porsche 914 silver, mini
cond under warranty til
7 74. buying 911 3U-7M.
eves
Two bedrooms Holly Park 12
x 60 with large expando in
I.H In A-l condition, ready
(or living, must sell 636
44S5
10 i SO Mobile Home Two
bedrms . furnished IIam
Must sell Nice for newlyweds! Call 352-4702 after I
nm
Saxophone lor tale 125 or

best oiler Motorrvrle fiberglass saddlebags (it all
Knghsh Bikes «5 See Todd
No 32Shatielor 213 Village
' ■ i I'I'II Apt
Tan l».i Kord lialane
Kxcellenl condition SI74
Call MM
Fender Full Wah Pedal
New coals S40 Sell lor 134
372-3346
63 Tempest Phone 352-6066
alter 4 pm
Siberian Husky puppies AKC
registered B-W. blue eyes
Terms reasonable Phone
669-4493
1965 Mustang. VI
4
speed Hurst, headers, best
oiler over 1300. good trans
porUlion. 352*109
72 Opel 1900 Station wagon
FM Stereo system Asking
12300 Weekdays after 5 Ph
344-3HH
71 Honda 350 Slightly customised 126 Ada Ave 3547311
FOH RENT
HOl'SES 1 APTS
RENT CALL 352-9371

Openings for 1-4 persons
CAMPl'S
MANOR
APART ♦
MKNTS now
renting (or summer & (all
SPKCIAL
Sl'MMKR
RATKS 1140 per month
New lurnisbed. 2 minute
walk to campus. 5 to town
Located behind Burger Chef
Phone 342 »302 davs 352-1044
evenings or 352-7365
evenings
HOl'SKS 4 APTS FOR
RKNT CALL 352-9371
Apt to sublet, sum
CHKAP 352*947 Bll
2 students needed to sublet
apt sum qtr 1125 sum 3520467 after 4 pm
Oreenview Apartments.
SIMMER l> FALL leases
available 1 bdrm 2 bdrm .
& eft available Special
summer rates Call 352 1195
or slop by
Apia and rooms lor sum &
iall Near campus Ph 352
73*4
Available tail t summer
leases Close to campus
Phone 352-1973 343-9M3
>
For rent- Large room u)
house. 1100 a month 3441441

Greenview Apartments
SUMMER i. FALL leases
available. 1 bdrm . 2 bdrm .
L elf available Speci;I
summer rates, call 352-1195
or stop by

Ideal for students 2 bdrm
furn apt in lown Carpel
panelling, util incld Available May 1 lor summer a
tall 11(0 mo (aS-7252

Wanted Housemates l now
and or through summer
Nice situation 3S4-0HS

Needed I Female roommale for next year. Haven
House Call 342 5943

LARGE 2 BDRM APTS
FOR 4 STUDENTS NEAR
TOWERS PH 362-73*5

HOUSES « APTS FOR
RENT CALL 352-1371

Room lor rent- F- rest ol Sp
Q. M t 3 bus Im camp
353-3125
Teachers, grad students
young working people- furn
2 bdrm api for summer
Ph 352-11*1 mornings
F rml needed 1 b> Irom
campus
(40 month
352
7IS3

Apia lor summer k fall
rental
Special summer
rales I block to campus
Apply HamMin Cleaners or
caU 153-4(73 before 5 pm or
353-3143 alter 6 pm
THURST1N MANOR
APARTMENTS
NOW LEASING
FOR SUMMER
AT SPECIAL RATES
phone 352 5435

"SOUNDER'

A Robert ■ tUoMUfUafim Hill Turn
stairing
CICELY TYSON
PAULW1NFIELD
KEVIN HOOKS

THEMRES co^'lZ£U

Start saving the News

Pritey.AfrilNJf'3lTh.MNiwl/hl.S

Economy, inflation skyrocket
WASHINGTON (AP)
Inflation soared to an annual
rate of six per cent and the
country's economy spurted
to near-record levels during
the first quarter of the year,
the government reported
yesterday.
Economists warned that
there are signs the economy

is overheating and will have
to be slowed.
The grots national product
(GNP)- the total value of
the country's goods and services-increased a record MO
billion from January
through March to an annual
growth rate of 14.3 per cent.

THE GNP is increasing at
a seasonally adjusted annual
rate of $1,235 trillion, the
report said, compared to
II 164 trillion at the end of
1972. A trillion is a thousand
billion
Customers were both
buying more and paying
more, the figures showed.

Mental health viewed

Forty Mortin, 26, of rroctorvilw, Ohio, hos left her secretory
coraer lo become a truck driver. After training at on oil
company, she will drive an •,000-gaHon, 1 •-wheel diesel
tanker. Part of her training is maintenance.

"If there is a need for a
slogan in the mental health
r.impaign. it would be an
ounce of prevention is worth
a pound of cure.' "' Dr.
Kmory L. Cowen, professor
of
psychology
and
psychiatry at the University
of Rochester, said
yesterday.
Speaking at the 1973 psychology department colloquium. Dr. Cowrn said more

Publisher gives lecture
Although he believes
investigative reporting is on
the rise. Mai Sonderby of
the Chicago Sun-Times said
Thursday he does not think
newspapers are ready to be
day-to-day advocates
Sonderby publisher of the
Cook County Jury Verdict
Reporter, explained his
views on investigative
reporting at a luncheon (or
new student members of
Kappa Tau Alpha, national
journalism honor society.
The luncheon was part of the
annual Journalism Week
activities.
Sonderby
said
a

newspaper
cannot
advocate too seriously
because it still has the
advertisers lo consider
BUT HE SAID the public
is
becoming
more
accustomed to outstanding
newspapers like the
Washington Post, which are
digging up some good
investigative stories.
"People arc beginning lo
realize that that's the kind of
journalism lo recognize." he
said.
Although some new
journalists have come under
fire lor subjective or
advocacy reporting.

Sonderby said as long as an
investigative story pertains
to corruption, "especially ol
public olficials, no one can
say a story is biased because
the
newspaper
is
representing the people, the
taxpayers."
Sonderby said for a long
time.
investigative
reporting in Chicago was
slipping backwards."
"But during the last
couple of years, things have
been picking up. and I think
that's also true on a national
scale." he said

in the Chicago area is the
result of a greater number
of indictments and
convictions being returned
against public officials, he
said.
Newspapers are now
competing against one
another to bring a
corruption story to the
attention ol prosecuting
attorneys, he said.

emphasis should be placed
on the earlv detection and
prevention of mental illness
In children rather than
waiting "until the battle is
already lost."
He said schools influence
the emotional development
ol children and the teachers
influence the pupil's
learning ability.
The schools should train
the body and the emotions ol
the child at the same time as
the mind. Dr. Cowen said
HE SAID the ability lo
train peopl- to deal with
maladjustment in children
does not meet the demand
for people in the area. Such
training should include
community contact and
consultation, he added.
"Little children, little
problems, big children, big
problems' doesn't apply" in
reality, he said, adding that
worrying about little
problems first could help in
coping with larger ones
later
To deal sucessfully with
the mentally disturbed.

there is a need "to eliminate
bias, shift the basic attitude
of the public and cure or
contain functional mental
disorders.'' Dr Cowen said.
Dr Cowen is the director
of the Center of Community
Study at Rochester and is
the author of more than 50
books and articles on
community approaches lo
mental health programs

and a top government
economist said the United
States was experiencing
inflation under conditions of
strong demand
The economist, chairman
llerbeil Stein of the President's Council of Economic
Advisors, called the firstquarter inflation rate extra
ordinary.
Inflation, accounting for
six per cent ol the increase
in GNP, scored the biggest
quarterly jump since a 6 3
per cent inflation in Ihe
fourth quarter of 1770
IT WAS MORE than
double the rate of 2.8 per
cent in the fourth quarter of
1972 Ihe rateo( inflation for
all of last yt'jr was three per
cent
If the six per cent inflation
is maintained throughout the

rurftAiE ran SOME .
IcwCHENrtJtArTZZAl

"A THEATRICAL MIRACLE!"
—Life Magazine

w >\ mi

PART OF THE increased
popularity for investigations

■fcaaJlvl

Need a bike?

Croy Gymnasium
Findlay College

Board to hold
auction Tues.

Tickets available at B & G Drug Store, Findlay and
the Student Activities Office of Findlay College
$3.50 each.

Unclaimed articles Irotn
Campus Safety's lost and
lound. including 15-20
bicycles, will be auctioned
Tuesday. April 24. at 4 p.m.
in the forum. Student
Services Bldg.
Other items (or auction
include hats, gloves,
umbrellas, watches and
rings.
The auction is sponsored
by Charities Board.
Proceeds will be distributed
to various charities.

Performance 8 p.m. Tuesday, Apri 24

UAO
Campus Flicks
Airport 4.00IDwith
Fri. ■ Apr. 20 -

FrMrUKCIMIlt

Sat. - Apr. 21 -

Frw Pregnancy Test
KYC MtHfcaid Accepted

cm

6:30
9:30
6:30
9:30

it's Annie OaKieal's
Birthday

Safe; Low-Cost
Confidential

Celebrate with steak at Ponderosa

(A Nan-Profit Organization)

Annie showed Ihe rest of the girls how to go.
The girls who said,

id love to go out for a

Bowling Green State University
BnwtiNi; GRUHt OHIO

good steak, but I don't feel like dressing " So,

North
Grove Apts.
1005 North
Grove Street

9 Month Lease

Annie, taking the littlest Oakleaf, hopped in
the car and headed for Ponderosa It's a great
place to take a kid Or |ust to enjoy a steak
without dressmg-up

.179
H STEAK DINNER

2 BEDROOM
TOWNHOUSE
Mtnfche.
Finished

$160.00
5180.00

< 2-3-4 man)

Res. Mgr. B-7
353-5891
Management by

Pendeton
Realty Co.
353-3641

Now op*n the oil new "Mr. Bojonglet' Nite club under new
management featuring Bands, Wid Thur -Fri -Sal , Wed.
50-50 nite; Thur. 2 for 1 nite. Now Appearing "570 pound
Band" at "Mr. BojangUs". 893 S. Main St. 352-9074 Bowling Green, O.

Top Records

PONDEROSA
STEAK HOUSE

E. WOOSTER ST.
Across from Football Stadium

Parents Coming
- This Weekend?
Our EASTER BUFFET
is being served in
the Carnation Room

Prime Rib of Beeff
Au Jus
And A Fantastic Salad Bar
Price '4.25/person w/shrimp cocktail *5.25
Children »2.75

May We Make A Reservation
For You At 12:00-1:30 or 3:00 pm
Call 372-2242
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of The

210 Math-Science

(You May Call (Meet)

200 W. 72nd St.
K.Y.C., N.Y.

M \1

v

J ABORTION

(212) 595-4220
Controlled Parenthood
Suite 55

year, it would mean that
consumers would be paying
SI OS dt the end of the year
for each $1 of purchases at
the beginning of the year
The government's goal for
inflation this year is 2.S per
cent, and economists still
are saying a slowdown to
this rate later in the year is
feasible. Their optimism of
two months ago. however,
lias been waning
The tirst quarter GNP
report showed that the
Nixon administration has
not yet been successful in restraining inflation, and it
could bring additional pressure to tighten wage-price
controls
One
government
economist indicated, however, that the pressure can't
bet much greater than it already is
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Week
1.1 Can See Clearly Now
Ray Conniff
2. Alone Together
Donny Osmond
3. Back to Front
Gilbert O'Sullivan
4. Rare Hendrix
Jimi Hendrix
5. Mac Davis
Mac Davis
6. Sam Neely
Sam Neely
7. To Whom It May Concern
Bee Gee
8. Grand Hotel
Procol Harum
9. Fresh
Raspberries
10. Bloodrock Passage
Bloodrock

11. Thirty Seconds Winterland
Jefferson Airplane
12. Houses of the Holy
Led Zepplin
13. Rock Me Baby
David Cassidy
14. Back Stabbers
O'Jays
15. Dark Side of the Moon
Pink Floyd
16. My Second Album
Donna Fargo
17. Homecoming
America
18. Phoenix
Grand Funk
19. CCR Gold

CCR
20. Artificial Paradise
Guess Who

RECORDS
Reg.'5.98

0«3v

(Offer Good Fri., Sat., Sun.)
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DEPARTMENT STORE

Daily 10-10. Sunday 11-6
SIGN PLAZA, 1080 S. Main St.

tog* 6!U ftO Newt, Friday, April 20 1*73

Diamond men play
Cincinnati series

Stickers encounter
toughest opponent
By Jim

MH(OH

The
Bowling
Green
lacrosse Irani will play Us
mosl crucial game lo date
when a goes against the Big
Bed ol Denison tomorrow in
.in iwa) conlMl
l>emson was the preMMSOII favorite and is still
the team to heal in Ihe Ml.A
iMidwrsi Lacrosse Associ.ilion' The Falcons were
[licked lo finish second in Ihe

tame preseason poll
Kalcon coach Mickey
Cochrane expects a light.
evenly matched contest
ii.ii ring any unforseen
> n t imistances. I don I Hunk
either ol ihe teams will run
away with Ihe game, he
•■aid

Denison has a line team.
.mil they have Ihe best goalie
we II sec all season
The goalie lor Denison is
Dave Wright List year an
\M Conference selection,

and third
team AllAmerican
Cochrane said he thinks
the game will be decided on
the midfields Hi. will run
three midfield units, while
Denison is expected to go
with two.
Confidence is what the
Falcons will need as they
lace Denison. but Cochrane
said he knows his team can
do (he job.
We ve come a long way
since Ihe beginning of the
season, he said
The Falcons lost their
first game to Notre Dame, a
nonleague contest, but they
have not lost a game since.
BG'l record stands at 30 in
Ihe Ml.A and 3-1 overall
Counting
tomorrow's
game with Denison. the
Falcons will have played
their first five games on the
road, but they will entertain
Michigan State in their
home opener Wednesday

By I
SUM Writer

Newephf byimehW.

Out

Bowling Green second baseman Dick Selgo it out
at first during a league contest against Kent State.
The Falcons will be at home this weekend at they
entertain Cincinnati in a three-game teriet.

Cindermen split relay forces
By Dan Catirday
Atiittanl Sports Editor
The track team continue*
competition in what Falcon
roach Mel Hrodl calls Ihe
i clay month when Ihe trackslers spin up lo compete in
Ihe Kansas Belays and Ohio
Relays tins weekend
While the majority ol the
team members will perform
in Columbus today and
tomorrow, seven ol the top
I alcons
w'ltl
continue
participating at Lawrence.
Kan . in Ihe Kansas Belays,

which started yesterday and
runs through tomorrow.
Sieve Danforth, Tracy
F.lliott. Dave Fegley. Craig
Macdonald. Kick Schnittker.
Bruce Vermilyea and
captain Dave Wottle will
attempt to bring some
championships back from
the more prestigious relays
in Kansas
YESTERDAY Sid Sink,
representing Ihe New York
Athletic Club, and Elliott
ran the six-mile at

Lawrence,

Sink
finished
fourth
129:382) and Elliott was
sixth 129:48 41 Phil Adoo of
Eastern New Mexico won in
29:03.8
Today in Kansas the
Falcons will have entries in
the 440-yard intermediate
hurdles, four-mile relay and
open mile
Dave Fegley will run the
hurdles,
Danforth.
Vermilyea. Macdonald and
Wottle will run the four-mile
relay; and Schnittker will
run the open mile.
TOMORROW at Lawrence
BG will compete in the three
mile, high hurdles, distance
medley, two-mile relay and
steeplechase

Volleyball
team whips
Ind. Tech
News Special
Bowling
Green's
volleyball club boosted its
record to 3-6 in the
Midwestern Intercollegiate
Volleyball
Association
Varsity Division when it
defeated Indiana Tech
Wednesday. 3-0.
The win was the first
three-game sweep (or the
BG squad It also broke the
club's record for games won
during the past two seasons.
Bowling Green jumped off
to a 10-0 lead in the first
game and coasted to a 15-10
triumph The second contest
was a come-from-behind
effort as the Falcons trailed
most ol the match before
gaining a 18-16 decision

A Falcon pole vauller launches himself off the
Whitlaker track turf during latt weekend'! triangular at Bowling Green. Thit week the cindermen
tplit up lo compel* in ihe Ohio Relayt and Kansas
Relay*

The evening's finale was
knotted at 15-15 before BG
eked out a 18-16 victory
Bowling Green's next
game will be tomorrow
when league contender
George Williams College
invades Memorial Hall for a
7 30 p m encounter.

Sink and Elliott will run in
the three mile. Fegley will
run hurdles, Vermilyea.
Fegley.
Macdonald and
Wottle will participate in the
distance
medley;
Schnittker. Vermilyea. Macdonald and Wottle will run
the two-mile relay; and
Danforth will possibly
compete in the steeplechase.
Danforth also is a
possibility in the three mile
The distance medley
tomorrow will be composed
of 880. 220. 660 and mile
splits.
Vermilyea.
Macdonald and Wottle will
run in two events (distance
medley and two-mile relay)
84 minutes apart.

and Kansas State All three
teams have run under 16 25
Two weeks ago at the
Kentucky Relays BG won
the four-mile relay in a time
of 16:55 4.

when Congress returns from
its Easter holiday
The original
bill,
sponsored by Reps James
G. OHara iD-Mich.1 and
John Dellenback iR-Ore.l
met with some "constructive criticism and suggestions for changes that
seem to me to have considerable merit," O Tiara
said

AS A result of the several
days of hearings, oTiara
completely rewrote the
measure.
The bill now would.
-Prohibit denying or withdrawing a student-athlete's
eligibility for participating
as a representative of the
United States in international
athletic
competition or participating

McAdoo is NBA Rookie of the Year
GREENSBORO. N.C.
(AP) - Bob McAdoo looked
back yesterday to last spring
when he decided to sign a
contract with the Buffalo
Braves of the National
Basketball Association
1 NBA 1 rather than go back
to the University of North
Carolina for his senior year.
i made the right decision.' he observed

Most of the sportswriters
and sporlscasters in the 17
NBA cities thought so. too.
They voted him NBA Rookie
of the Year honors by a solid
margin
The Greensboro high
school product, who polished
his game at Vincennes. Ind..
Junior College before entering North Carolina,

received 12 840 of a possible
17 votes.
He'll receive $500 and the
NBA Rookie of the Year
Trophy from Commissioner
Walter Kennedy who announced the results of the
voting yesterday.
Runnerup in the voting
was Lloyd Neal of Portland,
with 3.726 votes.

IN FACT, all but three of
the Bearcats' 43 man preseason roster reside in the
Cincinnati area.
Cincinnati features a
quartet of powerful hitters,
including Mike ( in lev the
nation's leading hitter
Through the Cats first 13
games, the junior outfielder

With six league games
coming up in the next 11
days, just how will the
Falcons treat the Cincinnati
series'"
"We plan to use as many
people as possible as the
situation dictates.' Purvis
said
But we certainly

want to win if we possibly
can.
"WITH THE weather
being what it has lately, it's
been tough to get the team
up for games because there
is always the chance that the
game will be canceled. At
Ohio State, lor instance, we
got all the way to Columbus,
suited up. and then it started
raining Its psychologically
depressing ."
In addition to keeping
games-played
to
a
minimum, the weather is
also not giving much help to
another Falcon problemhitting. As a team, before
Monday's game, the Falcons
were hitting .224. good
enough for last place in the
MAC in that department
The weather has not allowed
the Falcons to get any muchneeded batting practice.
Hitting is our biggest
concern at this point."
Purvis said We haven't hit
as well as I had anticipated
To win with any consistency
we're going to have to score
more runs
if we can get all three
together (hitting, pitching,
and defense I. we'll be in
good shape for the rest of
the season
It'll be a
struggle if we don't

FEGLEY WILL run a leg
on the distance medley team
43 minutes after he
competes in the high
hurdles.
The most glamorous event
in Kansas as far as the
Falcons are concerned is
probably
the
four-mile
relay In 1970 Wottle and
Danforth were on the BG
team which set a Drake
Belays record of 16:26 4
Tomorrow, however, the
Falcons will run against
four-mile relays teams from
Missouri. Oklahoma State

Winner?

The roc* is en between the boll and the runner te tee Mdi wHI reach I
first. Bowling Green currently leads the Mid-American Cei fecencebesibseli
with a 4-2 record The Fakens have an 1-7 1 state

Play two foes this weekend

BG racketmen bounce EMU, 5-4
BULLETIN - Freshmaa
Deag Deuls was a double
wiaaer as the Falcon leasts
squad west a S-4 MM-Amrri
cast Coaftreuce d<-ciik»
ever Eastern Michigan's
Herons.
Deuls wea his slagles
match and cemaiaed with
Hoe Dredge te wta a doabiei
match. First slagles Tern
Ugktvoet. sixth shades Tim
Hoover aad the Daa RyaaTim HeweU deaMes team
also wea.

By Daa Garfleld
The Falcon nelters will
attempt to up their record to
6-3 this weekend when they
tangle with Notre Dame and
Western Michigan in a pair
of key tennis matches
Despite losing a host of
lettermen to graduation last

Eligibility bill is amended
WASHINGTON (API - A
bill designed to allow college
athletes and coaches to
compete in international
events without fear of
reprisals or loss of
eligibility
was changed
yesterday to meet criticism
The amended version will
be reviewed by members of
the Special House subcommittee on Education

Bowling Green'i baseball
team moves back into action
today with the opening of a
three-game series against
toe University of Cincinnati
at Steller Field.
Today's single game
begins at 3:30 p.m., with
tomorrow's
doubleheader
commencing at 1 p.m.
Cincinnati is off to an
excellent start under 13-year
coach Glenn Sample. The
Bearcats stand »-4 for the
season, including a split of a
two-game series with
Toledo
They are definitely MAC
caliber.'' said BG coach Don
Purvis. "I'm sure they'll
have a fine team. They draw
most of their players from
the Cincinnati area and I
know that there is a lot of
outstanding high school
baseball
played
in
Cincinnati

was hitting 558 with 24 hits,
three home runs and 13
RBl's
He's followed in the
hitting department by
second baseman Walt
Sweeney.
424.
third
baseman John Hansberry.
.370. and catcher Joe
Henseley. .346 As a team,
the Bearcats are hitting
309.
1'itching wise
the
Bearcats are led by sophomore Tim Burman, who has
rolled up a 3-0 record thus
far for a 2 03 earned run
average. As a freshman.
Burman was the team's
second-leading
hurler
compiling a 5-1 mark and a
278 ERA. including 53
strikeouts
Probable starting pitchers
for the Falcons are Dan
Hebel (2-0) and Mike
Frilling (2-0). although
coach Purvis is undecided as
to who will start which
game Also undecided is who
will work the third game

in events qualifying athletes
for
the
international
competition
-Make it clear that the
bill would not affect a
school's authority to apply
to student-athletes the same
rules and regulations
regarding
academic
standards or student
discipline or athletic team
attendance that are
uniformly applicable to
other students.
-Prohibit penalising a
coach for participating.
--Prohibit athletic
associations from penalizing
coaches for participating in
international competition.
-Prohibit athletic
associations from penalizing
one of its member
institutions if a student or
coach at the institution
engages in international
competition.

year, the Fighting Irish still
rank as one ol the toughest
squads in the Midwest.
The Broncos will send
John l.amaralo. defending
Mid-American Conference
first singles champion, up
against Bowling Green's
number one singles player
Tom l.ightvoei
Last year.
Lamarato
defeated Lighlvoet in the
semi-finals
of
the
conference championships
Lamarato.
a
three-time
Michigan
scholastic
champion, is a heavy
favorite to repeat as
conference champion.
Freshman Tony Lamarato. John's brother, holds
the number two singles spot
for the Broncos. He will face
Tim Hoover, who rates Tony
as a tough opponent.
"WESTERN is a tough
tennis club, and with their
number one singles man
back (Lamarato). and his
brother Tony, they could

Ruggers smash TU
News Special
The Bowling Green rugby
club racked up another
victory
Wednesday
afternoon when it shut out
Toledo. 4M.
Hooker
Rick Brown
opened the scoring for BG
with a 60-yard jaunt The try
was Brown's first of three
for the afternoon contest.
Others
tallying
four-

pointers for the Falcons
were Rick Griswald. Tom
Kazmaier.
Mike Dwyer.
Dave Grooms and Tom
Wentz.
Tomorrow the BG ruggers
travel to Wisconsin to meet
the Badgers in a tune-up for
next weekend's MidAmerican
Conference
Tournament to be held at
Poe Ditch Memorial rugby
field.

give us a lot of trouble this
weekend." Hoover said
I haven't reached my
peak this season, and my
record proves it I don't
think the team as a whole
has reached its peak,
either."
Hoover. 2-4 in second
singles competition, said he
hopes the Falcons will reach
their peak at the end of the
season, and thus be able to
make a run at the
conference championship
Hoover said he believes
the number two singles
position has the toughest

competition
in
the
conference
among
individuals this year.
Ken Daniels of Miami, the
defending
MAC second
singles
champion,
will
encounter strong challenges
from Toledo's Brian Engels.
1972 conference runner-up.
and Hoover as he attempts
to retain his title
BG lost to both Notre
Dame
and
Western
Michigan last season. The
Irish beat the Falcons 8-1
while the Broncos came out
on top. 5-4.

Re: Black Women
Monday, April 23
Lecture by,

"Women's Movement
A BLACK PERSPECTIVE

i»

Speaker: Ms. Mamie Moore, Assoc. Director
of Women & Minority Affairs.
Place: Washington, D.C. - Founders Hall West Lounge
Time: 9:00 P.M.

